
Design Craft Furnish



Human’s seek beauty; 
we seek it everywhere - 
in Landscape, Music, Art, Furniture, Living & 
Dining Rooms, Kithchens and in ourselves. 
No one would desire not to be beautiful. 
When we experience the beautiful, 
there is a sense of homecoming.

+ +



Founded way back in 1998, CraftsMan India is a multidisciplinary design studio with our 
own fully equipped furniture factory with a capacity to deliver several homes within days.

 Based in bustling Bangalore, the founders Mr. Venugopal Guntupalli and Mr. Mohammed 
Abdul Majeed continue to provide their valuable insights and eye for detail to each project. 
Even as we continue to grow, the focus at CraftsMan remains on the design and fabrication 

of exceptional quality furniture and spaces.

Master craftsmen create exquisite styles in contemporary as well as classical design that 
uniquely reflect each of our discerning clientele. Every idea is first approved by the 

management and only then presented to the home owner. Our skilled technical team 
selects the right material to build inspiring furniture of exceptional beauty. The many 

components that go into building furniture such as: shapes, textures, color schemes and 
accessories are then meticulously selected.

Team CraftsMan has the ability to interpret client’s brief and perfectly understand the 
essence of the instructions that result in a functional layout that fits the home owner 

naturally. 

CraftsMan is committed to a long tradition of overall value, customer satisfaction - merging 
advanced design and a commitment to environmental sustainability

About Us



CraftsMan Capabilities
Capabilities at CraftsMan extends to every aspect of designing and 
furnishing your home. We serve clients in as much or as little 
involvement the client would like to entrust us with. 
•  High quality modular kitchens
•  Customized wardrobes
•  Entertainement units
•  Study Tables/Work Stations



Why
choose

• Space management consultation by experienced team
• Custom design and execution
• Profesional interior designers & craftsmen
• 3D Modelling provided for review
• On demand delivery capability 
• 5 year warranty period
• Effiicent after-sales service

CraftsMan to Interior Design &
Furnish Your Home

Based on the space and lifestyle, we at CraftsMan provide professional 
design solutions that is primarily functional and aesthetically pleasing.
• Conceptualizing and Layout Planning
• Site visits and requirement assessment
• Theme based furniture design – contemporary, classic, eclectic
• Draw up accurate specifications 

Design Consultancy



• Computerized 3D visualization for reviewing results 

3D Designs

• Production commences at our factory after due approval process

Furniture Production and Furnishing

Accessories

 At this stage our skilled craftsmen work with supervisors, clients and designers to ensure all the 
combined effort is executed to perfection

Site Supervision and Installation

• Apartment living, dining, kitchen, wardrobes 

• Villas – turn key projects

• Offices

• Healthcare 

• Hospitality

The quintessential aspect of space management is to 
compliment add on pieces and accessorize with care. 
While too few accessories will make the space dull and 
boring, too many could be visually jarring and cluttered. 
Explore the various possibilities our designers have to 
offer Living, Wardrobes, Kitchens, Tables, Work tables, 
Study tables Etc.

Completed Projects


